
6-12-16 Sermon Luke 7:36-8:3 

A week ago we were observers as Jesus and his entourage headed into the city 

gates of Nain at the same time a widow who had just lost her only son was headed out 

the same gates with her similarly sized entourage.  Jesus took two different groups of 

people with different agenda’s approaching each other head on and melded them into a 

single group sharing the awesomeness of God’s power.  

This week the setting is a little more intimate as we join Jesus for supper at the 

home of Simon the Pharisee.  The scriptures don’t tell us how Jesus came to be at 

Simon’s table so we don’t know if Simon was curious – interested – or on a Pharisee 

mission.  Some might say Jesus wasn’t very particular about who he ate with – I would 

tend to disagree with that – I believe Jesus was incredibly particular about who he ate 

with.  Just because Jesus gave you a hard time and called you on your stuff didn’t mean 

he wouldn’t grace your table with his presence.  

The first verse is good – then it starts to go sideways as a woman who was not of 

the same socio-economic standing as the Pharisee enters Simon’s house and begins 

attending to Jesus’ feet.  Stories of women tending to Jesus’ feet are found in all 4 

gospels, but Luke’s is very different.  While Matthew, Mark and John have this 

happening at the very end of Jesus’ ministry and in preparation for his death, the author 

of Luke has it early on in Jesus’ ministry which makes me believe it is a different 

moment in his life and not just a misplaced same story.  
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Folks are seated on the floor around the table when an uninvited guest kind of slides in, 

standing behind Jesus and begins to do her thing.  For some reason or reasons everyone 

is able to recognize her as a sinner (may well be a code word for what we might call a 

sex worker but we really don’t know) and we know she is crying.  Envision Jesus sitting

with his feet behind him when she gets down behind him and positions herself so her 

tears are streaming onto Jesus’ feet.  Do you have a picture?  

At this point I’m not sure whether she takes her hair down or whether it was 

already down – why make such a big deal about her hair?  “Letting your hair down” 

was permissible only in the presence of your husband and no husband no hair down – 

actually grounds for divorce!  What we do know is she uses her hair like a towel to dry 

his feet after washing them with her tears.  Finished with the washing and drying – she 

begins to kiss and pour the oil on his feet.  All this in plain sight and unbelievably Jesus 

says nothing – nothing at all!   

Simon, the host, has watched all of this with amazement and has held his tongue, 

but was not able to restrain his thoughts – Imagine Jesus seeing this thought bubble 

above Simon’s head – “If this man were a prophet, he would know what kind of 

woman is touching him.  He would know that she is a sinner.”  

Jesus gives Simon a pop quiz, which Simon aces – at which time Jesus turns his 

attention and the conversation back to the mystery woman.  We have talked about foot 

washing and its symbolic and practical importance yet, here we are in the house of 

someone with status and means and there was not even the offer of this common 
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hospitality.  And the appalling lack of hospitality continues as ordinary kiss of 

friendship as a greeting is missing.  Jesus holds up Simon’s lack of hospitality against 

the woman’s radical over the top hospitality.  Head to toe she lavished both hospitality 

and love on Jesus.  Simon was silenced in both speech and thoughts.  I do struggle to 

reconcile Simon’s invitation (a good thing) with the lack of hospitality he offers Jesus – 

(bad form!).  Guess that might be a reflection of the uncertainty that lives in Simon 

about Jesus.  

Jesus closes out this interaction with something that dispels the Pharisee’s image 

of him as a young prophet – he pronounces her sins forgiven.  We don’t have the back 

story of her repentance and the forgiveness that brings her to her knees and her radical 

display of love for Jesus.  Yet it is hugely important that we understand clearly – Jesus 

did not forgive her for what she did at Simon’s table – the forgiveness came first and her

outpouring of love was the response to having been forgiven.  The scripture reads, 

“Yours sins are forgiven.”  Back in the day, that was called the perfect tense – and the 

perfect tense is used when something – the action has been completed – soooooooooo 

the forgiveness came first then love followed.  

Oh that we all knew what this woman knew.  That the time to come to Jesus is not

when you have it all together and your life is in order – rather the time to come to Jesus 

is where ever you are in the messiness of the journey we call life.  And that we don’t 

love Jesus into forgiving us – rather Jesus forgives us that we might love.  Who is it in 

your world that might need to hear this good news?  Amen.  
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